Why should you choose Susan Hunt Law
for your Estate Planning Needs?
Traditional Plans

Susan Hunt Law Plans

Transaction Focused
Traditional lawyers are focused on merely drafting your
documents and designing your plan once. They likely
will not reach out to you about changes in the law or
ask if your situation has changed over the years
resulting in the need to update your estate plan.

Relationship Focused
Our goal is to build a lasting relationship with you so
we can ensure your plan stays up to date and works
when your family needs it. To do this, we personalize
your plan to your current situation and provide a
complementary review of your plan every 3 years!

Pushed and Uninformed Decisions
Has someone told you that you absolutely need a trust
or that everyone needs a trust? (Which often is more
expensive than a Will centered plan). As traditional
lawyers are transaction focused, they tend to push the
product that gives them the most return without
educating you of your options.

Educated and Empowered Decisions
Not only do we educate you about the difference
between a will and a trust, we also provide the pros
and cons of choosing one plan over the other based on
your specific situation. You will make informed
decisions on the route you want to move forward with
to protect your assets and your family.

Uncollected Assets
Again, traditional lawyers often prepare your
documents for the one-time transaction and that is it.
This can leave your assets at risk of being overlooked or
lost and ultimately end up with the North Carolina
Department of Unclaimed Property.

Inventory of Assets
We inventory your assets, ensure your assets are
owned in a way providing the most protection for you
and your family according to your estate plan, and
work with you to maintain this inventory throughout
your lifetime.

Guardian Nomination
Naming long-term guardians in a Will is likely the only
way traditional lawyers work to protect your minor
children. This could leave your children at risk of being
taken into the care of strangers or someone you do not
want until a Court gets involved.

Kid’s Protection Plan
For every family with minor children we create a
Kid’s Protection Plan at no additional cost. This Plan fills
the holes that would leave your children at risk of being
cared for by strangers until the long-term guardians are
appointed by the Court.

